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Punch Bowls
“At the punch-bowl’s brink, the thirsty think, what they say in Japan: first the
man takes a drink, then the drink takes a drink, then the drink takes the man.” -
Edward Rowland
“The job of the Federal Reserve is to take away the punch bowl just when the
party is getting good.” - William McChesney Martin

Summary:
The central question for the week ahead is whether the risk-on party can continue as
the 4Q earnings reports near the and with last week’s modest beat again seen as
insufficient to justify larger rallies, as AI investments move markets in tech and as the
end of Mardi Gras and the Chinese New Year celebrations leave many searching for
more optimism to sustain what many see as a quieter week ahead with US
Presidents day holiday and the lack of big economic data to rewind rate cuts hopes
in the US - with March pricing in just 10% cut changes and June just 80% for 25bps
easing. The February unwind of Fed easing in 2024 has been dramatic but without
much cost to equities. The last week delivered higher than expected US inflation,
lower than expected growth from retail sales to housing starts.  The US consumer
mood was better but inflation expectations rose. Fed speakers were consistent in
suggesting patience on rates and more data were needed before rate cuts. The
APAC markets were mostly closed for the Lunar New Year holidays but the Japan
4Q GDP was a surprise with confirmation of a technical recession while in Europe,
the focus was on ECB mixed comments about rate cuts, the sharp bounce up in the
German ZEW and the confirmation of UK recession left many wondering about
central bank policy driving a recovery globally.  

Key Themes:



4Q earnings vs. outlooks. The S&P500 fell the most since June on Tuesday,
closed up at a new record Thursday, and ended the week lower Friday - the
first weekly decline in 5 weeks, since the start of the year. Markets are caught
with mixed results with 79% of the index reporting earnings 3.9% over
estimates - below the 5-year and 10-year average. The overall growth in EPS
is 3.2% up from 2.8% last week and 1.5% at the start of 4Q reporting. Seven of
the eleven sectors are reporting year-over-year earnings growth, led by the
Communication Services, Consumer Discretionary, Utilities, and Information
Technology sectors. On the other hand, four sectors are reporting a year-over-
year decline in earnings: Energy, Materials, Health Care, and Financials.
Stagflation fears return.  There is a fear that the US sticky inflation will leave
rates higher globally and prevent sufficient recovery from the 4Q slump. The
January CPI rose 0.3% m/m, 3.1% y/y - more than the 2.9% y/y expected and
with core up 0.4% m/m,+3.9% y/y same as December.  Markets are trying to
regain confidence in the growth over inflation mix globally, but the move up in
US bond yields hit leveraged plays everywhere. EU commission cut the 2024
 growth outlook to 0.8% from 1.2% and 2025 growth outlooks to 1.5% from
1.6%.
 Bar-bell approach to portfolios with EM. The MSCI EM equity index rose for
the week - up 2%. The emerging markets have been attractive to some
investors but there is a wide divergence of outcomes and expectations for
2024. The EM markets have disappointed invested for years with this year’s
confidence linked to expectations of a FOMC policy pivot and to a weaker USD
expectation. 
Russia re-focus. The Russia war on the Ukraine has its second anniversary
on Feb 24th and the Ukraine loss of Avidiivka in the East on Friday last week
provides a modest morale boost to Russian troops. The ongoing lack of US
House support for Ukraine and the revelations of a new satellite nuclear
weapon deployed but not operational in space adds to global fears of
escalation.  The German security conference this weekend and the the death
of Putin’s main opponent Navalny in a Siberian prison added to a larger to the
news cycle focus.
China recovery hopes vs. sustainability.  Early data showed a pickup in
consumer spending over the Lunar New Year, China’s most important holiday.
More than 61 million rail trips were made in the first six days of the national
holiday, a 61% increase over 2023 according to Bloomberg. Travel by road and
airplane also improved, while hotel sales on Chinese e-commerce platforms
increased more than 60%, according to state media. However, box office
receipts fell according to Mayan Entertainment - an online movie ticket
platform. The ability for the China markets to stabilize matters significantly to
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expectations for more stimulus from Beijing with further cuts in MLF/LPR the
key focus on the week. 

What are we watching:  

1. The central bank focus will remain key – FOMC minutes along with PBOC,
BOK, BI, CBRT decisions.

2. The economic data is lighter but key CPI from Canada, Sweden and South
Africa, along with German Ifo and US jobless claims, existing home sales

3. 4Q earnings are nearly done but still nearly 10% reporting with focus on
NVIDIA, Walmart, Home Depot, UK, EU banks

4. US issuance will be long on bills and less on coupons with focus on 20Y bonds
and 30Y TIPS

5. EU issuance is a net positive E18.5bn following the -E8.4bn last week with
gross issuance down E24.7bn from E37.8bn last week.

Monday, February 19 - US Presidents’ Day Holiday
Central Banks: PBOC 1Y MLF rate and rollover
Economic Data: Sweden CPI, Canada CPI
4Q Earnings: CSAN, Simec, RIG, RayzeBio, Apogee
EU Issuance: Slovakia issues E2bn of 3-9-10-25Y SlovGBs

Tuesday, February 20 –
Central Banks: China PBOC 1Y and 5Y LPR decision
Economic Data: Canada CPI
4Q Earnings: HSBC, WalMart, Home Depot, Barclays, Medtronic
US Issuance: Treasury sells $79bn 3M bills and $70bn 6M, $46bn 12M
and $80bn in 42-day CMB
EU Issuance: Germany sells E4.5bn of 10Y Bunds, Finland sells
E0.75bn of 5-10Y RFGB

Wednesday, February 21 –
Central Banks: BI rate decision, FOMC minutes from January
Economic Data: South Africa CPI
4Q Earnings: NVIDIA, Rio Tinto, Suncor, Exelon
US Issuance: Treasury sells $28bn in 2Y FRN and $16bn in 20-year
bonds,
EU Issuance: Germany sells another E4.5bn of 10Y Bunds

Thursday, February 22 –
Central Banks: Bank of Korea rate decision, Turkey CBRT rate decision,
Fed Speakers Bowman, Harker, Cook, Waller



Economic Data: Global PMI flash reports – Australia, Japan, Germany,
France, EU, UK and US, US weekly jobless claims and existing home
sales
4Q Earnings:  Intuit, Lloyds Bank, Vale, Pioneer, ENI, PCG
US Issuance: Treasury sells $9bn in 30-year TIPS
EU Issuance: Belgium sells 1Y and 3Y E2bn

Friday, February 23 –
Economic Data: German IFO
4Q Earnings:  Berkshire Hathaway, Warner Bros. Lamar, Icahn,
AngloGold
EU Issuance: Italy sells E3bn of 2Y and 9Y BTPs

What changed last week:  

In Equities, the US S&P 500 slid on Friday, snapping the index's five-week win
streak. The index is currently up 5.54% year to date and has set a new record
closing high eleven times so far this year.  The NASDAQ fell 1.34% on the
week leading the losers while Brazil’s Bovespa fell 0.94% and Spain’s IBEX fell
0.1%. The biggest gains were in UK FTSE up 1.84%, HK Hang Seng up 1.6%
and the Nikkei up 4.41% on the week – JPY 150 breach and BOJ
accommodation talk key.

US equity markets set new record highs and closed lower on week



Source: Bloomberg, BNY Mellon

In FX, the USD rallied 0.15% on the week to 104.28 on the narrow index with ILS,

PEN, ZAR the leaders but LATAM overall doing well except BRL.  The biggest losers

were NZD, HUF, PLN, CZK and CHF. There was a divergence in iFlow most notable in

BRL, COP, and TRY.

FX markets and iFlow small divergences



Source: Bloomberg, iFlow, BNY Mellon

In Fixed Income, the US markets cut back FOMC rate cut expectations by
over 80bps with 10% expectation for easing in March, 80% for June and just
80bps for the entire 2024 year down from 150bps just 3 weeks ago. The US
curve bear flattened with 2/10Y -36bps.  Rates globally moved higher. Globally,
moves in Norway, Singapore and Germany tracked the US moves while
Switzerland, New Zealand, and Canada had lower rates. iFlow saw notable
divergence from markets in Turkey and Indonesia.



Source: Bloomberg, iFlow, BNY Mellon

News Agenda and Weekly Themes – FOMC Minutes, Global Flash PMIs,
German IFO, China PBOC

Next week, investors' attention will turn to the FOMC minutes release, with traders
scrutinizing any insights on when the Federal Reserve will start cutting interest rates.



Simultaneously, the flash S&P Global US PMIs will offer an assessment of this
month's economic performance. Beyond the US, attention will extend to flash PMIs
for the Eurozone, Germany, France, UK, Japan and India. The Ifo Business Climate
indicator in Germany, Indonesia, Korea and Turkey's interest rate decisions, and
Canada's inflation rate will also be in the spotlight.

1. Global recovery – flash PMIs to confirm better 1Q?  Emerging markets outside
China, notably India and the Middle East, are strong and the U.S. PMI likely remains
in expansionary territory after reaching six-month highs in January.  While in
contraction territory, the January euro zone PMI hit six-month highs and the bloc
avoided a recession late last year, the latest GDP data suggests. German Q4 GDP
data and the Ifo sentiment index are out Friday. Note, German business morale
brightened last month.

Global flash PMIs are likely key for growth hopes in 1Q

Source: Bloomberg, BNY Mellon

2. China and the return from holidays – Markets in China return from the week-
long Lunar New Year holiday on Monday, and investors are looking out for what
Beijing does next to shore up its battered stock market.  Ahead of the holidays,
authorities scrambled to pull out all the stops to stem losses in mainland shares that
had cratered to five-year lows which included appointing a new head of the country's
market regulator, nicknamed the "broker butcher" for his tough stance on containing
risks. The week also brings a decision from the People's Bank of China on its
benchmark lending rates, though persistent headwinds for the yuan could limit the
scope for any monetary easing. Home prices, meanwhile, land on Friday, which will
show just how deep is the downturn in the beleaguered property sector.

China shares have become a key barometer for Beijing
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3. US AI vs. everything else.  While stunning gains of the so-called Magnificent
Seven have been the story of the U.S. stock market over the past year, one of those
megacap tech and growth stocks has been the main character: Nvidia (NVDA.O),
opens new tab, and it reports quarterly results on Feb. 21. Now the third most
valuable company on Wall Street after Apple and Microsoft, Nvidia has also become
a bellwether for the artificial intelligence industry. Other AI-focused stocks have
surged this year, including Super Micro Computer Inc, which is up 182% year-to-
date, and Arm Holdings , up nearly 71%. After its stock more than tripled in 2023, the
chipmaker at the center of the excitement over AI has seen its shares soar another
roughly 50% so far this year. Such mammoth stock gains stand to raise the bar for its
results, which the company reports after the U.S. market closes on Wednesday. And
any disappointment potentially has a broad market fallout given Nvidia's growing heft
in major indexes and importance to the outlook for AI's financial promise.

AI dominance in 2024 has bubble qualities
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Economic Data and Events Calendar: 

Central Bank Decisions

Indonesia BI (Wed, Feb 21) – We see Bank Indonesia maintaining the status
quo at 6.0% and continuing to focus on FX stabilisation. Also of note is the
potential shift away from triple intervention strategy (in spot, DNDF and
government bonds), which was re-enacted since October 2023 when BI
surprised the market with a +25bp rate hike. Markets expect Bank Indonesia to
cut as soon as Q3 before reaching 5.25% at the end of 2024. We don’t see BI
being in a rush into such steps considering the highly uncertain inflation profile.
A strong IDR environment is needed, in our opinion, to generate a shift from
their current neutral stance. Key metrics to watch are GDP 4.7-5.5%, current
account -0.1%/-0.9%, inflation 2.5% and credit growth 10-12%.
Korea BoK (Thu. Feb 22) – We expect BoK to maintain the status quo at
3.5%. All eyes will be on the latest macro forecast, where we see the risk of
upside adjustment to inflation and growth expectations. BoK turned neutral in
January 2024 by removing “regarding the need to raise the base rate further” in
the forward-looking paragraph. However, they will likely “maintain a restrictive
policy for a sufficiently long period of time” to prevent excessive pricing of



policy reversal. To-date, economists’ consensus is for BoK rates to reach
2.85% by the end of 2024, while market is slightly less dovish to pricing for a
status quo in the coming twelve months.
Turkey TCMB (Thu, Feb 22) – For now, the unexpected change in the central
bank’s leadership has not generated expectations of changes to current policy
continuity, even though TCMB is now expected to pause rate hikes.
Nonetheless, keeping one-week repo rate at 45% after nearly 40pp in rate
hikes may still not be sufficient to anchor inflation expectations as by this
measure real rates are still deeply negative – inflation continues to run at mid-
to high single digits on a monthly basis (January CPI was 6.7%m/m). The
market will also expect administrative and regulatory-based tightening steps as
complementary measures are needed if TCMB wishes to shift away from rates-
based measures to combat inflation. Communication from new Governor
Karahan will be closely followed and we expect strong assertions of policy
credibility and continuity.



Conclusions: Is the difference between soft-landing and hard-landing in the
timing of FOMC easing?

The markets have swung between good news being good and bad in 2024. The
FOMC policy pivot remains in play for the year but the sticky inflation data of this last
week put into question for some whether there was any urgency in the Fed cutting
ahead, nor logic. The risk of higher for longer rates returns to casting some doubt
about future growth into 2025. There is risk in the US economy being weaker than
the current market prices. There is a disconnect between “economic surprise”
indexes and the actual big four data points that the economic community and FOMC
use to game the state of the US growth.  The NowCast tools have potentially
overshot 1Q with the 4% talk back to 2.5% and likely moving lower post the weaker
US retail sales and US housing starts.  There is noise also in the US exports and US
inventories as the global disruptions from the Red Sea are likely to matter in the later
part of the quarter. As the markets try and figure out what matters in the week ahead,
the biggest risk remains around jobs and the weekly claims which were again
troubling last week given the sharp gain in continuing claims at odds with the
headline drop in initial claims. The focus on Real Income from PCE later in the month
should be keen and given the higher CPI, real incomes for consumers is likely lower
– making this the first time since the quick pandemic recession that 3 of the 4
indicators are negative.

Bottom Line: The last week was a breakout for fixed income risks again. The move
of the market in February to reflect the FOMC warnings on higher for longer leaves



little room for error in stocks and trouble for those betting against the dollar. The
current market could see some further volatility bleed from bonds to FX markets
given the threats of intervention from Japan, the return of China and the ongoing
confusion in geopolitics given the rise of Russian ambitions in Europe and the risk of
further escalation in the Middle East.

US growth expectations are uneven in 1Q

Source: Advisor Perspectives, BNY Mellon
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